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Abstract We present a multimodal document alignment framework, which highlights existing
alignment relationships between documents that are discussed and recorded during multimedia
events such as meetings. These relationships that should help indexing the archives of these
events are detected using various techniques from natural language processing and information
retrieval. The main alignment strategies studied are based on thematic, quotation and reference
relationships. At the analysis level, the alignment framework was applied at several levels of
granularity of documents, requiring specific document segmentation techniques. Our
framework that is language independent was evaluated on corpora in French and English,
including meetings and scientific presentations. The satisfactory evaluation results obtained at
several stages show the importance of our approach in bridging the gap between meeting
documents, independently from the language and domain. They highlight also the utility of the
multimodal alignment in advanced applications, e.g. multimedia document browsing, contentbased / temporal-based searching, etc.
Keywords Multimodal document . Document structure . Thematic alignment . Quotation
alignment . Reference alignment

1 Introduction
Multimodal applications can be divided into two major types. In the first one,
multimodality is handled at the interaction level, while in the second multimodality is
considered at the content level. Multimodal interaction enables humans and machines to
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interact and collaborate through various communication modalities such as voice, gesture,
pen-based, keyboard, eye gaze, etc. at the input side, and via synthesized speech, audio,
text, video, graphics, etc. at the output side, i.e. from machine to humans. This type of
applications have recently emerged in various human life domains, such as in tourism [43],
driving assistance [18, 36], and personal information management [16]. In the second major
type of multimodal applications, multimodality is handled at the content level, typically to
manage the totality of multimedia resources that are available or generated during a
multimodal human-human interaction (e.g. lectures, meetings).
To improve the management and indexing capabilities of large multimedia archives, the
detection of the relationships existing between multimodal information resources, at several
levels, is crucial. Bridging the gap between resources might be performed by aligning them
through several dimensions such as temporal or content-based (textual or graphic). In the
current work, a multimodal document alignment framework is studied in the context of
multimedia recordings of meetings and lectures. In this framework, several resources or
documents of various types are aligned: static documents (i.e. printed), audio/video
recordings (from which a speech transcription could be generated), and slideshows.
In our work, a document is defined as a vector of information (e.g. textual or graphic,
audio or video recording), that can be manipulated via various modalities during a meeting,
a lecture or a conference. It can be projected at a given time, discussed by meeting
participants, pointed at, modified or manipulated. A document is thus truly multimodal and
temporal. Multimodal document alignment is a new research area, and consists of detecting
and then establishing links between heterogeneous and multimodal documents based on
several criteria related to their content, structure, time, etc.
After presenting a survey on related studies in Section 2, the main contribution of our
proposed multimodal alignment and the architecture of the framework are described in
Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 describe respectively the various corpora used for the evaluation
and how they are pre-processed before being inputted into the alignment process. Sections 6
and 7 details the various document/speech alignment processes and the results of their
evaluation. Our current research directions are discussed in Section 8, and conclusions are
provided in Section 9.
The following section overviews the main projects in the field of multimodal
applications, and classifies them according to the usage of the alignment aspect, which
highlights the lack of interest shown to static documents in these projects.

2 Multimodal document alignment: related work
In multimodal applications such as lectures, conferences or meetings recording and browsing,
there have been various studies dealing with data alignments. Even though aligning documents
or data has been historically tackled in other research fields (multilingual alignment [53], text
retrieval [21], bibliography [54], etc.), only mono-modal alignment (i.e. considering only
resources from one modality) was considered in these studies. Therefore, multimodal
document alignment brings novel dimensions and new challenges to solve.
2.1 Meeting/classroom projects: state of-the-art
A number of research projects which study matters related to meetings and classroom
lectures have emerged in the last decade. These studies include the eClass project [9], iClass
project [27], DSTC project [25] and Cornell project [37]. Other research projects are
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interested in meeting rooms, for example the FXPal project [10, 11], Microsoft Research
project [15], and ISL project [46]. Conferences have also been the focus of some projects,
like Indico project [24]. Among all these studies, various modalities have been considered,
for instance video and audio recordings, gestures, slides, pen stroke annotations on
whiteboard and digital ink annotations on slides. In this section, the main projects and their
related tasks are described.
The eClass project (formerly called classroom 2000) [8, 9], developed at Georgia Tech,
targets the preservation of records of entire classes’ activities, and the reduction of content
generation effort. In this project, various streams are classified into three main sets
according to their use: simple (e.g. audio and video), derived streams (e.g. phonemes
derived from audio, gestures derived from video), and control streams (e.g. annotations
related to audio or video recordings). Once the capturing process is accomplished, the
generated streams (audio and video) are matched. The matching process is made at three
levels, slide, pen stroke and word levels. At the slide matching level, the audio associated
with a given slide might be accessed. At the pen stroke level, the audio corresponding to a
given pen stroke might be accessed. Finally the word matching level gives access to the
audio corresponding to a particular written word.
The iClass project [27] is a system for recording data generated during live
presentations, and for linking related presentation sessions. The linking process consists
first of composing a query, using the current session data such as slides content, text of
visited Web pages, pen strokes and handwritten annotations, etc. Afterwards, the query is
processed in order to identify related presentations from previous sessions, using the Latent
Semantic Analysis algorithm (LSA). Finally, the live session information is presented to the
user as an XML document including a SMIL presentation.
The Cornell project [37] aims to automatically construct structured multimedia
presentations from live lectures and seminars. When synchronizing the various resources
on a timeline, three synchronization modes have been distinguished according to the nature
of resources. The first mode, called timed-timed synchronization, concerns the matching of
temporal media, such as combining video streams captured by independent capture devices.
This matching is made by detecting one or more synchronization points within the streams,
where correspondence can be computed. The second mode, timed-untimed synchronization,
corresponds to the matching of slides with video streams. This synchronization is based on
the detection of slide changes within the video stream, then matching the extracted slides
and the corresponding video frames. Finally, untimed-untimed synchronization is used for
non-temporal data, for instance matching slide titles on the browser with the corresponding
slides. The generation of structured multimedia presentations, where pairs of data are
synchronized, is finally made in three steps. First, the two captured video streams are
synchronized, and then slides are synchronized with one of the video streams. Finally, the
two video streams are combined, and a structured presentation integrating all resources is
generated in the form of an HTML file.
At the FX Palo Alto Laboratory [10, 11], a conference room was built for multimedia
capture of various presentation styles, augmented by a note taking application called
NoteLook [11]. In this application many facilities are presented to the user, such as
annotating video images captured by various cameras, incorporating these images into note
pages, automatic note taking with digital ink, dragging slide images, note printing, etc.
Furthermore, specific methods have been developed for identifying pertinent video
segments that summarize the entire video [17]. This is done by computing an importance
score of video segments, based on their duration and rarity. Furthermore, relevant and
useful parts of videos might be accessed through the manga interface using video key
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frames, i.e. images that are automatically extracted from video footage. Finally, the
generated images, either from video recordings or projected slides, are matched with the
scanned paper handouts of slides, in order to generate hypermedia meeting records. In
another work [12], highly condensed video summaries have been created, based on a
morphological grouping technique that detects 3D regions of high activity or motion from a
video recording.
Little et al. [25] are interested in exploiting metadata related to atomic components in a
presentation recording and their spatio-temporal relationships, in order to generate metadata for composite mixed-media digital objects. Lecture video footage and PowerPoint
presentations are used to generate SMIL presentations. The digitized video footage and
logging data are analyzed in order to identify slide changes. This temporal information is
used to synchronize slides and digital video on a timeline, offering users the possibility of
browsing and accessing accurately a given slide and the related audio/video streams of the
speaker.
Anderson et al. studied the relationship between digital ink on slides and speakers’ audio
recordings [2–4]. According to their method, handwriting on slides is matched with the
speech transcript of the speaker presentation, by combining the speech with the written
phrases. Moreover, terms are recognized and matched on one modality, ink or audio, and
the recognized words are disambiguated by triangulating across both modalities.
Tang and Kender [47] have proposed a prototype for matching handwritten text in
educational video recordings with corresponding textbook chapters. First, text frames in the
video are extracted, and then the corresponding words are recognized. A small vocabulary
of the table of content of course material is also constructed. Finally the recognized
handwritten words are used in the form of a latent semantic analysis matrix in order to
query the table of content.
2.2 Classification of meeting/classroom projects
Multimodal alignment is a matching process between documents resulting from two
modalities: static (discussed or handwritten documents, etc.) and multimedia (audio, video,
slideshows, etc.). This matching consists of detecting and then establishing relationships
between the respective parts of the documents being aligned. According to the types of data
involved in the alignment process (multimedia data, text, images, etc.), various types of
alignment can be defined. The most important alignment types are temporal-based, imagebased and textual content-based alignment. In temporal-based alignment, the shared
temporal aspect of multimedia documents is exploited in order to synchronize them, such as
synchronizing video and audio recordings. In image-based alignment, methods that exploit
similar images are used in order to match documents, such as slide change detection and
slide identification methods, used for aligning slides with video recordings. In textual
content-based alignment, documents are compared according to their content. This latter
type has four main varieties, lexicographic, thematic, reference and quotation alignments.
Documents are matched in lexicographic alignment according to pure lexical similarity of
their texts. Thematic alignment is based on detecting document parts that share the same
theme. In reference alignment, document parts that refer to particular parts of other
documents are highlighted. Finally, quotation alignment is a special kind of lexicographic
alignment, where the term order in the aligned sequences is taken into account.
According to these types of alignments, a classification of the multimodal application
projects is proposed. The eClass project [9] exploited the temporal relationships between
captured streams, in order to facilitate browsing over data. Thus, the audio was synchronized
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with slides, pen stroke and words. In another study, the eClass-Coweb linking project [26], the
eClass lecture material (slide content, whiteboard annotations, titles of web pages visited
during lectures, etc.) was lexicographically matched with the material of the Coweb
repository containing web pages created outside the classroom and related to the course
(timetable, etc.). Similarly, in the iClass project [27], live presentations were linked with
previous session presentations, using queries composed from the material of the live
presentation (slide text, handwriting, visited web pages text, etc.), in order to detect
correspondence with archived presentations In the Cornell project [37], two different
alignment processes were performed. On one hand, the two captured video recordings are
aligned according to their temporal indexes. On the other hand, the slides and the video of the
projection screen are aligned according to similar images, by detecting the slide changes in
the video. One of the aims of the FXPAL project [10] is the generation of hypermedia meeting
records. Thus, it focused on linking meeting documents, especially matching paper handouts
of presentation slides with video recordings of the meeting or video projectors. This matching
process used image similarity in order to detect links. NoteLook [11] generates web pages that
link video recording with images and ink strokes, using temporal indexes. In the multimedia
presentation archiving project in DSTC [25], temporal relationships between lecture video
recordings and presentation slides were exploited, in order to generate a SMIL browsing
interface. In the Washington project [2] digital ink on lecture slides was linked with speech
recordings, based on lexical alignment between recognized handwritten terms on slides and
the speech transcript. Tang and Kender’s method, which aims to match handwritten text
frames with textbook chapters [47], used a thematic matching process, by extracting topic
terms from course documents (table of content, online syllabus, electronic slides), and then
matching them with recognized handwritten text in video frames. The temporal relationship
between video recordings and words, either from the speech transcript or extracted from the
video, was exploited in the Informedia project [38]. This temporal alignment between text and
video was exploited in order to extract event entities, useful for video understanding tasks
such as event summarizing. In WIP system [51], the generation of multimedia presentations is
based on the reference alignment between text and graphics. The document/video alignment
studied in DocMIR framework [6] focuses on events related to documents visible during the
meetings. Based on detected scene changes (e.g. slide changes), document images for each
stable period in a video recording are extracted and associated with a visual signature, which
is used later on for temporal alignment between document excerpts and video extracts. Thus,
this alignment is considered to be image-based and temporal-based alignment.
Other multimodal projects dealing with archiving multimedia meetings data have
emerged recently. In the context of AMIDA project [1], a multimedia retrieval system called
ACLD was implemented, which aims to help meeting participants in their conversation,
based on previously recorded meetings [42]. In this system, detected speech words of the
current meeting are used to retrieve project related documents from past meetings (reports,
memos or emails, snippets of past meetings, etc.). This retrieval system is based on the
query-free technique (or just-in-time information retrieval), a lexical matching between
words and the textual content of meeting collection. AutoBET is a meeting browser that
aims to automatically generate question answering over meetings [23]. This system first
identifies the passage of the meeting transcript that is most likely to contain the discriminant
information, then hypothesizes which statement is true based on lexical matching between
statements and the passage.
Table 1 summarizes the alignment types presented in the previous paragraph. In this
table, the video data includes video recording, participant segmentation, etc. The audio data
includes audio recording and speech annotations, such as speech transcript, speaker
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Table 1 Document alignment based classification of meeting/classroom projects
Video

Video

Audio

Slides

Temporal [eClass],

Slides

Lexicographic [iClass]

Static
documents

Static documents

Temporal
Temporal
Image [Cornell- FXPal], Temporal [NoteLook] Thematic [Tang] Temporal
[Cornell]
[Informedia]
Temporal [DSTC[DocMIR-Informedia]
NoteLook], Thematic
Image [DocMIR]
[Tang]

Audio

Temporal
annotation

Temporal
annotation

Temporal [eClass],
Lexicographic
[Washington]
Lexicographic
[eClass/Coweb-iClass]
Temporal [iClass]
Lexicographic
[AutoBET]

Lexicographic
[eClass/Coweb]
Lexicographic [ACLD]
Lexicographic
[eClass/Coweb-iClass],
References[WIP]

segmentation, etc. Temporal annotations correspond to digital ink on slides, pen stroke
annotation, etc. Finally, static documents correspond to printable documents, handwriting
documents or web pages. From a quick overview, it is clear that the majority of the existing
projects have used temporal, image or lexicographic-based alignment. However, with
the exception of the works by Tang and Kender [47] and the DocMIR framework [6] in
which static documents are thematically aligned with video frames, and reference
alignment between text and graphics in the WIP system [51], thematic alignment,
references and quotations have never been considered in previous multimodal applications.
More specifically, the alignment of static documents with the speech transcript of
meeting dialogs, being the most suitable pairing for these three alignment varieties
(thematic alignment, references and quotations), has never been studied. Thus, the aim
of the current work is to study all possible relationships that might exist between static
documents which are discussed and used during multimodal events, and the corresponding
speech transcript.

3 Multimodal document alignment framework: overall architecture
Static documents are required and useful in many tasks. When they are discussed during
meetings, they represent a set of vocabulary that might help for recognizing speech. Static
documents are structured, and thus might help for structuring meetings, and also facilitate
meeting topic detection [32]. Static documents also constitute a solid basis for meeting
browsers, where the user can access video or audio of a particular meeting part that
corresponds to a given part of the discussed document. Finally, the rich textual content of
static documents might be useful for information retrieval, searching and indexing
multimedia archives.
The current work proposes a solution that aligns static documents with multimedia
documents including speech transcripts and slideshows. The multimodal document
alignment might be defined as a process that establishes links between documents from
various modalities. Thanks to this multimodal alignment, static documents might be
enhanced by temporal indexes obtained from other multimedia documents.
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Our alignment framework is built on the basis of several corpora (meetings and a
scientific conference) that are described in Section 4. In these data sets, several documents
from various modalities were available: static documents, speech transcripts and
slideshows. Our alignment framework is composed of three main steps:

&

&

&

The first step consists of pre-processing of multimodal documents to make them ready
for the alignment methods (Fig. 1a). This step includes decomposing the textual content
of documents into text segments (Section 5.1), on which text processing techniques will
be performed (Section 5.2).
The second step (Fig. 1b) corresponds to the alignment method, composed of three
processes applied independently to the data, respectively thematic (Section 6), quotation
(Section 7.1) and reference alignments (Section 7.2). For each alignment process, the
source file is distinguished from the target file, e.g. from static document to speech
transcript or vice versa. In each alignment process, segments of source and target
documents are taken as input, and then an alignment file is generated which contain
details of the detected alignment links between the documents.
In the third step, results of the three alignment processes are merged within one
structure (Section 7.3).

4 Test data
The test data on which our work is based are from four different domains in two different
languages: three meeting corpora, one in French and two in English, and an English
scientific conference presentation corpus.
4.1 Meeting corpora
Three meeting corpora were chosen in our study for the evaluation, respectively press
reviews, movie club and furniture proposal meetings.
a.

Press reviews

The press review meetings were considered in our evaluation as being a multimodal
event, where static documents are present and used during almost the entire meeting
(Fig. 2). In the Smart meeting room in Fribourg [49], 22 press review meetings were
recorded, where several participants discussed various newspaper articles. The documentcentric meeting room used for this experiment is equipped with a video projector,
microphones and cameras. Documents that are either discussed or projected are captured.
The recorded meetings are archived on a media file server. In each meeting directory, in
addition to the audio and video recordings, captured documents are available in the form of
PDF files, linear text version and XML logical structure. The speech transcript, in addition
to other speech annotations, is available in XML form.
During the 22 recorded meetings, several French newspapers were used, Le
Monde (France), Le Devoir (Canada), Le Soir (Belgium) and La Presse (Tunisia),
where the main articles are discussed. In 18 meetings, only one document was used.
In the four remaining meetings up to four documents were presented. In each
discussed document in this corpus (and in all other corpora), the weight of important
segments (titles, subtitles, etc.) was taken into account by multiplying their tokens
according to their roles.
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a.

Pdf document/slideshows

Dialog recording

Text extraction

Speech transcribing

Linear text

Speech transcription

Segmentation

Logical blocks

Segmentation

Sentences

Turns

Utterances

Stop words removal

Step 1:
Multimodal data
pre-processing

Stemming
Terms weighing

Pre-processed data
Alignment process
Synchronized documents

b.

Pdf document/slideshows

Speech recording

Data pre-processing

Document segments
Step 2:
Alignment
Methods

Thematic

Thematic alignment pairs

Speech segments

Quotation

Reference

Quotation pairs

Reference pairs

Levels grouping

Step 3:
Alignment types merging

Merging

Synchronized document

Fig. 1 Our multimodal alignment framework. Focus made on a. data pre-processing, b. the alignment
process
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Document

Speech transcript
<Turn speaker="Didier" Start-Time="38.41"
End-Time="50.1">
<Utterance time="38.415"/>Alors l'article
principal est le 1er mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre
Raffarin.. </Utterance>
<Utterance time="42.794"/> Cela fait presque ...
</Utterance>
</Turn>
<Turn speaker= "Denis" StartTime= "52"
End-Time="70">
<Utterance time="52"/>Passons maintenant à
l’article suivant sur l’immigration et Sarkozy …
</Utterance>
</Turn>

<Newspaper>
<MasterArticle>
<Title>Le 1er Mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre
Raffarin</Title>
<Content>A quelques jours du premier anniversaire
de l'installation de Jean-Pierre Raffarin à Matignon…
</Content>
</MasterArticle>
<Article>
<Title>Immigration: la durée de rétention au centre
du projet Sarkozy </Title>
<Content> Le ministre de l’intérieur Nicolas
Sarkozy</Content>
</ Article >…
</Newspaper>

Fig. 2 Press review meeting

Since each document is composed of many thematically heterogeneous articles, two
main scenarios were defined and followed by speakers, a stereotyped and a non-stereotyped
scenario. In stereotyped meetings, each participant presented an entire article, without any
interruption from other participants. In non-stereotyped meetings, there was more
interactivity between participants (questioning, commenting, etc.), which meant that several
speakers were involved in presenting the same article. Before performing the alignment
process on the data, the static documents and speech transcript were segmented according
to the methods described in Section 5. An overview of the segmentation of this meeting
corpus is presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
b. Movie club meeting
The second meeting corpus considered in our study is a movie club corpus (decisionmaking about movies to display) containing one meeting, which was recorded at the Idiap
Smart Meeting Room [35]. Eight static documents are available in this corpus, the agenda
of the meeting, two other documents presenting a selection of movies, three posters for a
selected movie, and two slideshows. Since the eight documents (static documents, posters
Table 2 Statistics of the press review corpus (22 meetings)
Static documents

Speech transcript

Documents

Logical blocks

Sentences

Duration

Turns

Utterances

29

379

2,772

240 min

1,888

2,936
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Table 3 Statistics of the press review corpus according to the meetings scenarios
Stereotyped (9)

Non-stereotyped (13)

Static documents

Speech transcript

Static documents

Speech transcript

Logical blocks

Sentences

Turns

Utterances

Logical blocks

Sentences

Turns

Utterances

198

1,375

234

617

181

1,397

1,954

2,319

and slidshows) were presented and discussed sequentially by the different speakers, we
decided to combine them within one file. The results of the segmentation of this corpus is
presented in Table 5.
c.

Furniture proposal meetings

The third meeting corpus considered in our study consists of a furniture proposal
corpus (decision-making about furniture to buy), which was registered by ISSCO
Research group [41] at the Idiap Smart Meeting Room [35]. Two main meetings were
considered in this corpus, where several resources were available. In the first meeting, a
slideshow document was also available, which presented the motivation for this meeting,
as well as the constraints for choosing the furniture. In the second meeting, three
slideshow documents were presented, the first one correponding to the agenda of the
meeting, the other two slideshows presenting some ideas for choosing the furniture
(furniture snapshots, prices, etc.). Moreover, three static documents were considered in
this meeting, which represented more general ideas about how to choose the furniture for
a meeting room. Similarly to the previous corpus, and since the slideshows are discussed
independently from the static documents, all static documents and slideshows were
combined within one file. An overview of the segmentation of this corpus is shown in
Table 6.
4.2 Scientific presentations corpus
Our multimodal alignment was also tested in the context of the SMAC project (Smart
Multimedia Archive for Conferences, Fig. 3) [50], where the material of CHEP’04, a
scientific conference in physics of particles, was considered [30]. Within this corpus,
8 scientific presentations were selected, in which three resources were available: static
documents, speech transcript and slideshows. Due to the lack of clarity of attendees’ speech
(e.g. the audience when asking questions), only the presenters’ speech was considered. The
statistics of the generated data after the segmentation of the various resources are presented
in Table 7.
Table 4 Statistics of the press review corpus according to the number of static documents per meeting
Mono-document (18)
Static documents

Multi-documents (4)
Speech transcript

Static documents

Speech transcript

Logical blocks

Sentences

Turns

Utterances

Logical blocks

Sentences

Turns

Utterances

265

1,639

1,539

2,354

114

1,133

349

582
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Table 5 Statistics of the movie club corpus
Static documents

Speech transcript

Documents

Logical blocks

Duration

Utterances

8

48

48 min

1,348

5 Preparing data for alignment
Aligning static documents with speech transcripts or slideshows requires first a
preparation of the textual content of these resources (Fig. 1a). The textual content of
static documents and slideshows is extracted from PDF files. The speech recording of
meetings and conference is transcribed. The result of the alignment between two
documents corresponds to a set of alignment links established between their respective
parts. Therefore, the pre-processing of documents to be aligned should include a
segmentation step that decomposes the document into chunk of texts or segments
(Section 5.1). After the segmentation step, the text of the respective segments is
processed by removing stop words and applying stemming on tokens, and then
associating weight to the remaining terms in order to highlight the most important terms
within each segment (Section 5.2).
5.1 Document segmentation
For each aligned document, appropriate segmentation methods were considered, taking into
account the type of this document and the nature of its content. The selected segmentation
methods for static documents, speech transcript and slideshows, are respectively presented
in the next paragraphs.
5.1.1 Static document segmentation
Various segmentation methods could be applied on static documents, from physical, logical,
thematic to syntactic segmentation. The physical structure consists of the description of the
document as a set of physical homogeneous components (e.g. pages, columns, paragraphs,
words, figures, etc.) [28]. The logical segmentation corresponds to the labelling process of
physical document components, using layout rules, which indicates blocks function and
meaning at the page level (e.g. title, summary, content, etc.) [7]. Thematic or topic
segmentation is a process that decomposes a document into homogenous thematic episodes,
according to theme changes [19]. Finally, syntactic segmentation of a document consists of
its decomposition into textual units, e.g. paragraphs and sentences, without considering
geometric, logical or thematic characteristics.
Table 6 Statistics of the furniture proposal corpus
Static documents

Speech transcript

Documents

Logical blocks

Duration

Utterances

7

51

64 min

1,810
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Fig. 3 Browsing interface for scientific conferences (SMAC project)

In our work, physical document components (e.g. pages or columns) are not always
useful for our alignment relationships, mainly because we are dealing with complex
documents such as newspapers and scientific papers. For this reason, physical
segmentation was considered insufficient for our alignment process. Logical segmentation of documents was chosen for our alignment process mainly because it
decomposes a document into blocks that have a logical meaning for users (e.g. title,
article, etc.). When this study was performed, specific tools for extracting documents
logical structure were under development in the research group. Moreover, and for the
purpose of this work, where the framework is a research prototype and not a
commercial product, we were more interested in the academic question of studying the
alignments between meeting documents, assuming good documents segmentation was
useful. Therefore, the logical structure of static documents that are used in our work
was manually rebuilt. Even though there are a variety of thematic segmentation
methods for static documents, they are not well-adapted to our document types, such as
Table 7 Statistics of the scientific conference corpus (8 presentations)
Static documents

Slideshows

Speech

Average length

Logical blocks

Slides

Duration

Utterances

6 pages

178

324

237 min

1,952
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the case of newspaper pages in the press review corpus, where the various articles have
different sizes and different topics. For instance, TextTiling method [19] has been
applied on magazine articles that focus on the same topic. The LCA approach [39] has
been adopted for small thematic segments, such as newsbite feeds. Due to this document
type dependency, thematic segmentation was not considered in our alignment process.
Document syntactic segmentation might generate either paragraphs or sentences.
Document sentences are the smallest significant units in a document, equivalent to
speech transcript utterances (described in the following section). Thus, they were
considered as the pertinent structure for our alignment, in addition to logical
segmentation.
5.1.2 Speech segmentation
Our method of aligning speech recording with other documents requires the transcription of
the former. A great deal of research was carried out in order to build a powerful automatic
speech recognizer system (ASR), such as CMU Sphinx [13], Scansoft [45] and HTK tools
[20]. However, in order to avoid the effect of recognition errors on our alignment
framework, we limited most of our study to manual transcription of speech. Later in
Section 6.4, the robustness of our alignment framework is assessed by simulating ASR
systems behaviour at various word error rates.
Speech transcripts could be segmented into various structures, turn/utterance,
thematic episodes and dialog act segmentations respectively. However, only turn/
utterance segmentation was considered in our alignment framework. A speaker turn is
defined as being a speech part that belongs to one speaker without interruption from
other speakers. Speaker utterances are small units that compose a turn, which
correspond to the smallest homogeneous parts within a turn. The transcriber tool [5]
was used in our work in order to manually transcribe meeting dialogs and further generate
the turn/utterance structure, which combines both speakers’ turns and utterances. Later
on, the turn/utterance structure was decomposed into two different structures, respectively
turn structure and utterance structure, in order to be used independently in our multimodal
alignment framework.
5.1.3 Slideshows segmentation
In order to generate slideshow segments, the segmentation methods used for static
documents were applied. The thematic structure of slideshows is difficult to extract, due to
the nature of their content which usually consists of a list of paraphrases. Moreover,
thematic segmentation is not relevant, due to the unicity of topic of the tested slideshows.
On the other hand, the decomposition of a slideshow into slides corresponds to its physical
segmentation with a logical labelling. Therefore, we used this manually generated
segmentation as the ideal structure for our alignment process.
For each of the evaluated corpora, appropriate segmentation methods were
considered. For press reviews, the speech transcript was segmented respectively into
turns and utterances. The static documents were segmented into sentences and into
logical blocks, where a logical block corresponds to a newspaper article. For each of
the furniture proposal, the movie club and the scientific presentation corpus, the
segmentations considered are the logical blocks of documents and slideshows, which
correspond to document sections and slides respectively. The speech transcript in these
three corpora was segmented into speaker utterances.
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5.1.4 Segment representation
The respective segmentations of the various documents are represented in XML format,
according to specific document type definitions (DTD). Figure 4 shows two excerpts from
the speech transcript and from a newspaper used for a given press review meeting. In the
speech transcript extract, the<Turn>element which corresponds to a speaker turn, contains
some attributes such as speaker name, start and end temporal indexes. Inside the<Turn>
element, there are<Utterance>elements, where each utterance contains its own start time,
as well as its textual content. In the extract of the document logical structure, the various
elements correspond to the different logical labels within the newspaper document. These
logical elements are presented in a hierarchical form, such as the<MasterArticle>element
that contains the element <Title>.
In order to detect the relevant alignment pairs between the various resources, their
obtained segments are compared in a pairwise manner. The relevance of alignment results
depends drastically on the strength of the relationships between compared segments.
Therefore, stop word removal, stemming and term weighting were applied on compared
segments as shown in Fig. 1a, in order to strengthen their links.
5.2 Segment pre-processing
Before performing the alignment process, document segments must be cleaned of stop
words. In our case, for English and French corpora respectively, existing stop word lists
were enriched in order to construct a final list containing 322 words for English text and
540 words for French. Since our corpora also include speech transcripts, the lists were

a.
<Trans>
<Turn speaker="Didier" Start-Time="38.41" End-Time="50.1">
<Utterance time="38.415">Alors l'article principal est le 1er mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre
Raffarin.. </Utterance>
<Utterance time="42.794"> Cela fait presque ... </Utterance>
</Turn>
<Turn speaker= "Denis" Start-Time= "52" End-Time="70">
<Utterance time="52">Passons maintenant à l’article suivant sur l’immigration et Sarkozy …
</Utterance>
</Turn>

b.
<Newspaper>
<MasterArticle>
<Title>Le 1er Mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre Raffarin</Title>
<Content>A quelques jours du premier anniversaire de l'installation de Jean-Pierre Raffarin à
Matignon </Content>
</MasterArticle>
…
</Newspaper>

Fig. 4 Segment representation in the press review corpus. Extract from a. speech transcript, b. static
document (newspaper)
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adapted with specific speech stop words (e.g. “umm”, “okay” for English, and “ben”,
“emmh” for French). After stop word removal, the remaining words in each segment were
stemmed so that the morphological similarity of words is taken into account when
comparing segments. Porter is one of the stronger and more complete stemmers available
which has been widely used [44]. Therefore, it was selected in our work for English
corpora, and then adapted for French by covering all French prefixes and suffixes.
The detection of relationships between segments is enhanced when the important terms
within each segment are highlighted, by taking into account their weight. In our work, the
following TF.IDF formula was used to compute the weight of a term t in a segment Si:
N
X
TF:IDFt;Si ¼ occt;Si =
occt;Sj
j¼0

where N is the number of document segments, and occt,Si the number of occurrences of a term
t in a segment Si. In our case, documents are segmented, and the generated segments are
manipulated individually. For this reason, we computed the TF.IDF metric for terms within
segments in the context of the overall document, rather than the document collection.
In the next section our thematic alignment between documents is studied, which
highlights several aspects. This includes selecting the relevant alignment links, relevant
document structures, number of documents involved in the alignment process, human
annotation of the ground truth used for evaluation, study of specific features that might
affect the robustness of the alignment results, etc.

6 Thematic alignment of documents
The thematic alignment of static documents with speech transcripts is defined as being a
matching process between their respective segments that share the same themes. Therefore,
this alignment type is mainly based on the computation of the thematic similarity between
compared segments, in order to elicit which segments share the same theme [29]. For
instance, the following speaker utterance and document logical block, from the press review
corpus, are thematically similar as both of them are about “the 1st of May and Raffarin”:

&
&

<utterance> Alors l’article principal est le 1er mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre
Raffarin.</utterance>
<title> Le 1er Mai tourmenté de Jean-Pierre Raffarin. </title>

Following the above process, the segments of documents being discussed will be linked
to the speech transcript segments that are thematically similar and vice versa, generating
two different directions of thematic alignment.
In order to compute the thematic similarity between two segments, existing similarity
metrics are applied on their respective vector of token representations. In this study, three
similarity metrics which are based on term co-occurrences were chosen, Cosine, Jaccard
and Dice respectively. Given two segments S1 and S2 from the document and the speech
transcript respectively, and Wt,S1 the term frequency (TF) associated to a term t in the
segment S1, the similarity between S1 and S2 is computed according to the following
formulas that generate a similarity value between 0 and 1:
p
CosineðS1 ;S2 Þ ¼ Σ N t¼1 Wt;S1 :Wt;S2 =  Σ N t¼1 W2 t;S1 :Σ N t¼1 W2 t;S2

JaccardðS1 ;S2 Þ ¼ Σ N t¼1 Wt;S1 :Wt;S2 = Σ N t¼1 W2 t;S1 þ Σ N t¼1 W2 t;S2  Σ N t¼1 Wt;S1 :Wt;S2
DiceðS1 ;S2 Þ ¼ 2Σ N t¼1 Wt;S1 :Wt;S2 =Σ N t¼1 Wt;S1 þ Σ N t¼1 Wt;S2
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Once the similarity between all source segments and target segments is computed, the
relevant similarity links that will be preserved are selected according to specific criteria
which are detailed in the next paragraphs.
6.1 Selection of pertinent thematic alignment links
Given N and M the number of segments respectively in the speech transcript and the
static documents, then the number of the generated thematic alignment pairs after
computing the thematic similarity might reach NxM pairs. The similarity value of each
of these pairs lies between 0 and 1, thereby possibly including many insignificant or
weak thematic links. In order to filter out the insignificant links, two strategies were
defined, based on the thematic similarity value between source segments and target
segments [29], respectively the 1-best and the multiple alignments strategies, which are
described below.
The 1-best alignment strategy consists of selecting the link having the highest similarity
value for each source segment (e.g. in Fig. 5a, S3′ is the most similar segment for S2, with a
score of 0.70). In this strategy, the alignment relationship is asymmetric. If a speech
transcript segment S1 is the most similar segment to the document segment S1′ (i.e. S1
should be aligned with S1′), then the opposite is not necessarily true. In Fig. 5a, the segment
S3′ is the most similar to S2 (0.70), however S4 is the most similar to S3′ (0.85).
In the multiple alignments strategy, all the relevant links between a source segment and
the target segments are kept (e.g. S1 in Fig. 5b is linked to S1′ and S3′). The selection of the
relevant links in this strategy is based on filtering out the insignificant links which have a
similarity value less than a determined similarity threshold. Within this alignment strategy,
if the same similarity threshold is used in both directions, then the alignment relationship
will be symmetric, i.e. the same links are detected in both directions, from speech transcript
to the documents and vice versa.
6.2 Thematic alignment and multiplicity of structures
The multiplicity of the segmentation structures for each aligned document leads to a
multiplicity of alignment levels. Table 8 shows all structure combinations that might be
obtained between static document and speech transcript, in case of press review meetings.
However, some of these combinations are not relevant and should be neglected. This is
mainly due to the non-significance of the involved structure combinations for our alignment

Speech transcript Document
segments
segments
0.25
S1
S1’
S2
S 2’
S
S3
0.70
3’
0.85
S4
…

Speech transcript
segments
S1
S2
S3
S4

Document
segments

0.25
0.15

S1 ’
S
0. 18 2’
S3 ’
0.70
0.85 …

a. 1-best alignment strategy

b. Multiple alignments strategy

(asymmetric)

(symmetric)

Fig. 5 Thematic alignment strategies
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Table 8 Structure combinations for static document/speech transcript alignment
Speech transcript

Document

Thematic

Turns

Utterances
Physical / Utterances

Physical

Physical /Thematic

Physical / Turns

Thematic

Thematic / Thematic

Thematic / Turns

Thematic / Utterances

Logical

Logical / Thematic

Logical / Turns

Logical / Utterances

Sentences

Sentences / Thematic

Sentences / Turns

Sentences / Utterances

(e.g. physical structure of static documents), or to the non-availability of structures at the
time of this evaluation (e.g. thematic structure of static document and speech transcript).
Moreover, the selection strategy of alignment links to be used has an influence on the
utilized structures. In some of the presented structure combinations, the size of the source
segment might outweigh the size of the target segment, for instance when aligning logical
blocks with speaker utterances. In that case, considering the 1-best alignment strategy, i.e.
one maximum utterance for each logical block, is unfair mainly because the source segment
is larger than the target segment, and thus should be aligned with many target segments
rather than only one. However, if the multiple alignments strategy is employed, then
significant links are more likely to appear and to be preserved, independently of the
difference in size of compared segments. Figure 6 illustrates the selected combinations of
structures for our thematic alignment process.
6.3 Thematic alignment evaluation
The Evaluation of our thematic alignment process (and other alignment types) consists of
comparing automatically generated alignment links of each alignment type to the
corresponding manual ground truth that contains all possible alignment links. The manual
annotation was performed by an expert annotator at several levels of granularity according

Document

Speech

Speech

Document

Logical

Turns

Turns

Logical

Sentences

Utterances

Utterances

Sentences

a. 1-best alignment strategy
Speech

Document

Turns

Logical

Utterances

Sentences

b. Multiple alignments strategy
Fig. 6 Selected structure combinations for both thematic alignment strategies
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to the evaluated corpus, at utterances and/or turns for the speech transcript, and at sentences
and/or logical structure for the document. The manual annotation of a segment from a
source file involves detecting the id(s) of the best segment(s) from the target file that could
be aligned with it (i.e. the best match according to an expert annotator). The comparison of
the generated alignment links with the manual ground truth consists then of associating a
binary score to each detected alignment link: “1” if it is correct, i.e. it matches with the
manual ground truth alignment link, and “0” otherwise.
In order to measure and evaluate the performance and quality of the thematic process,
recall, precision and the efficiency measure F were employed:
recall ¼ jautomatic \ manualj=jmanualj
precision ¼ jautomatic \ manualj=jautomaticj
F ¼ 2:ðprecision:recallÞ=ðprecision þ recallÞ
where automatic is the set of detected links by our alignment algorithm, and manual is the
set of links of the manual ground truth.
The same person prepared the thematic alignments of the manual ground truth for all
corpora. Due to the relative subjectivity of these alignment annotations, an inter-annotator
agreement was measured through two experts’ annotations, mainly for the static documents/
slideshow thematic alignment in the scientific conference corpus. The obtained comparison
result suggests that the task is straightforward, since the annotators’ agreement rate was
about 97%.
The thematic alignment process was evaluated on the various data sets described in
Section 4. Within this alignment type, source segments and target segments from static
documents, speech transcript and slideshows (if the latter are available in the corpus) are
entered in the form of XML files, and then the comparison is performed in pairwise manner in
both directions (from source to target and vice versa). The three similarity metrics (Cosine, Dice
and Jaccard) were used to compute the similarity between segments, without and then with TF.
IDF. The input files are enhanced by the detected thematic alignment links, where each XML
element representing a source segment is enriched by new information indicating the identifiers
of the similar segment from the target file, as well as the value of this similarity. For each source
segment, the number of similar segments that are selected from the target file depends on the
chosen thematic alignment strategy, either 1-best or multiple alignment strategy. An example of
alignment files is shown in Fig. 7.
6.3.1 1-best thematic alignment of meeting corpora
This strategy of thematic alignment was evaluated in the context of press reviews corpus,
using the combinations of document structures highlighted in Fig. 6a. The obtained results
are illustrated in Fig. 8. As shown, the 1-best alignment of speaker utterances with
document sentences (Fig. 8a) provided the best score with Jaccard metric (F=0.68). For
sentences/utterances alignment (Fig. 8b), the F value obtained is the same, i.e. 0.62,
whether Jaccard or Dice metrics are being used.
The 1-best alignment of speaker turns with document logical blocks using Cosine metric
(Fig. 8c) generated the higher score with F=0.62, followed by Cosine+TF.IDF with F=0.60.
These two scores are drastically better than those obtained with the other metrics (Dice=0.47,
Dice+TF.IDF=0.42, Jaccard=0.47, Jaccard+TF.IDF=0.37). In the opposite direction,
i.e. the logical blocks/turns alignment, Jaccard metric is the most appropriate,
generating F value of 0.60 (Fig. 8d).
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Speech
<Turn id="4">
<Thematic With="logic">
<logical_block id="19" similarity="0.59" membership="0.78" ownership="0.44"/>
</Thematic>
<utterances>
<utter id="11"> Voilà. Euh.. la troisième semaine du procès Elf vient de commencer à Paris .
<Thematic With="sentences">
<sentence id="44" similarity="0.16" membership="0.67" ownership="0.17"/>
</Thematic >
</utter >
...
</utterances>
</Turn>

Document
<Logic id="19">
<Thematic With="Turn">
<turn id="4" similarity="0.59" membership="0.44" ownership="0.78"/>
</Thematic>
<sentences>
<sent id="44"> Justice : les surprises du procès Elf La justice m arque des points au procès Elf, dont la
troisième semaine devait s'ouvrir, lundi 31 mars, devant le tribunal correctionnel de Paris, avec le retour très
attendu de Loik Le Floch-Prigent, l'ancien PDG du groupe pétrolier.
<Thematic With="utterances">
<utterance id="11" similarity="0.16" membership="0.17" ownership="0.67"/>
</Thematic>
</sent>
...
</sentences>
</Logic>

Fig. 7 Extract from thematic alignment files of a press review meeting (speech/document alignment)

When aligning utterances with logical blocks (Fig. 8e), the best F value is obtained using
Cosine+TF.IDF metric (0.65), with a precision of 0.70. However, when aligning sentences
with turns (Fig. 8f), Dice+TF.IDF metric has generated the best score, where F=0.57.
Through these results, it is clear that the 1-best alignment strategy is not symmetric, since
the scores obtained from documents to speech transcript are not the same as those obtained
in the opposite direction. When aligning speech segments with document segments, the best
scores were obtained using mainly Cosine or Cosine+TF.IDF. However, aligning document
segments with speaker segments generated the best scores with the other metrics (Jaccard,
Jaccard+TF.IDF, Dice or Dice+TF.IDF metrics). Finally, integrating the TF.IDF into
similarity metrics had different effects on the different alignments.
There is a constraint that has affected these obtained results, which is the similarity of the
content of some articles in a document, or in various documents in case of multi-document
meetings. In such cases, the alignment of one source segment, e.g. an utterance with a
particular sentence or logical block, might be imperfect, which constitutes one of the
weaknesses of the 1-best alignment strategy. This weakness is partially solved by using the
multiple thematic alignments strategy. When aligning large segments with smaller ones, e.g.
turns with sentences or logical blocks with utterances, the alignment scores are drastically
affected and not accurate. The decrease of scores is mainly due to the important difference
in size of the compared segments, since a speaker turn corresponds normally not only to
one but to several sentences, especially in stereotyped meetings where the same speaker
presents an entire article. Likewise, a logical block, which corresponds to a newspaper
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Fig. 8 1-best thematic alignment strategy results (press review corpus)

article in the context of press review corpus, should be aligned with many speaker
utterances. Once again, we conclude that the 1-best alignment strategy is not the most
appropriate, but a good application to validate our thematic alignment method. The multiple
thematic alignments strategy, which is evaluated in the next section, resolves the problem,
where each segment from the source document is matched with all the relevant segments
from the target document.
6.3.2 Multiple thematic alignments of meeting corpora
This alignment strategy was tested on the three meeting corpora, press previews, movie
club and furniture proposal meetings. In this strategy, many alignment links might be
considered for each source segment, provided that they exceed a defined similarity
threshold (defined at 0.10 after observation of the results). For this alignment strategy, the
manual ground truth links are subjective, i.e. each expert annotator might have a different
list of the target segments that are aligned with a given source segment. This subjectivity
becomes more problematic when the source segments are smaller (e.g. sentences or
utterances). For this reason only the combinations of structures shown in Fig. 6b are used.
The evaluation results of multiple thematic alignment strategy, applied on the press
review corpus, are shown in Fig. 9. Compared to other metrics, the Cosine+TF.IDF metric
generated the best score for the turns/logical blocks alignment, where F=0.59 (Fig. 9a). The
score obtained with Cosine+TF.IDF equals the one of the logical blocks/turns alignment
using the 1-best alignment strategy. Using the other metrics (Dice, Dice+TF.IDF, Jaccard
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Fig. 9 Multiple thematic
alignment of the press review
corpus
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and Jaccard+TF.IDF respectively), the retrieved alignment links are not relevant, which
explains the low values of recall (0.44, 0.27, 0.40 and 0.20, respectively), and low values of
F (0.46, 0.39, 0.46 and 0.30 respectively), even though the precision values are high (0.61, 0.88,
0.71 and 0.86, respectively), which means that very few alignment links were retrieved.
The scores of multiple thematic alignments of logical blocks with utterances (Fig. 9b)
are quite similar to the scores obtained for the utterances/logical blocks using 1-best
alignment strategy (Fig. 8e). In this case, the best scores are obtained using Cosine+TF.IDF,
where F=0.66. The similitude of scores between the two different strategies makes sense,
since one logical block might be aligned with many utterances (multiple), whereas each one
of these utterances is likely to be aligned exclusively with this logical block (1-best). The
small difference between the recall values (0.65 in Fig. 9c and 0.62 in Fig. 8e) is explained
by the fact that there are some utterances that are linked with more than one logical block in
the multiple alignments strategy (Fig. 9c). However, these links might be secondary links,
and therefore might be neglected in the 1-best alignment (Fig. 8e), resulting in a lower
recall value compared to the multiple alignments strategy.
On the other hand, the multiple alignment of turns/sentences (Fig. 9c) generated
the best scores using Dice+ TF.IDF metric, where F =0.57. Similarly to the previous case,
the scores of turns/sentences multiple alignments are quite similar to the 1-best
alignment of sentences/turns (Fig. 8f), with a recall and precision sharing the same
values (0.61 and 0.56 respectively).
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The evaluation of the multiple alignment strategy on the furniture proposal and the
movie club corpora (for utteances/logical blocks) also generated better results using
Cosine+TF.IDF metric with F=0.40 (Fig. 10) and F=0.37 (Fig. 11) respectively. The
main characteristic of these two corpora is the content similarity of some logical blocks of
discussed documents within each corpus. From another side, there are certain words
which are common between various logical blocks (e.g. “CHF” indicating the Swiss
currency for the prices of furniture items and movie tickets). Due to these aspects, noisy
links were generated between the speech segments and the document segments, which
affected the alignment scores. Other linguistic features related to the nature of these
corpora need to be considered in the future, such as the matching of digital/literal forms
of numbers that are used to specify dates, prices, movie ranking, etc. These features
should increase the number of relevant alignment links between the speech transcript and
the discussed documents.
As shown in the above evaluation, Cosine+TF.IDF is the most appropriate metric to
detect the thematic alignment links between the speech transcript and the documents,
where the consideration of the TF.IDF coefficient has improved the scores. Besides
covering all the significant thematic links for a given source segment, the multiple
thematic alignment strategy has other advantages. This strategy helps to discover the
thematic structure of meetings [32]. It might help also to prune and correct generated
alignment links [33].
In the previous paragraphs, we focused mainly on the alignment between static
documents and speech transcript. In the following section, another resource is introduced
into our thematic alignment process. This new resource consists of slideshows that might be
presented during events, such as in lectures [30].
6.3.3 Aligning thematically three resources in scientific conference corpus
The aim of the thematic alignment process is to establish thematic links between speech
transcript and static documents, as well as temporal indexing of the latter. However, the
presence of an additional resource, such as slideshows presented by the speakers, is always
useful for this alignment. The current section describes a new variant of the thematic
alignment, in which slideshows are integrated as a kind of static document, as well as a kind
of multimedia document (Fig. 12).
Slideshows are an omnipresent part of multimodal events, especially at scientific
conferences. In addition to adding temporal indexes to static documents when a speech
transcript is not available, slideshows might be also used for pruning thematic
alignment links between static documents and speech transcript, when they are aligned
with these two documents [30]. Slideshows are also useful for other tasks related to

Fig. 10 Multiple thematic alignment of the furniture proposal
corpus
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Fig. 11 Multiple thematic alignment of the movie corpus
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automatic speech recognition, since their vocabulary is frequently used by speakers
during their presentation.
Once the three resources are pre-processed, the thematic alignment process is applied in
a pairwise manner to the different modalities, i.e. aligning static documents with
slideshows, slideshows with speech transcript and then speech transcript with static
documents (Fig. 12). Logical blocks of static documents, slides and speaker utterances were
selected respectively for this multiple document alignment. Each segment from the source
document might have several links in the target document. Thus, the multiple alignment
strategy was employed to select the pertinent thematic alignment links. For instance, a
particular document logical block might be presented over two slides. Similarly, one slide
might correspond to many speaker utterances [30].
The evaluation of generated thematic alignment pairs for the scientific conference
corpus is presented in Fig. 13. The best F value for each alignment pair is obtained using
Cosine+TF.IDF, with a significant difference to other metrics. When the TF.IDF is
integrated into Cosine metric, the F value increased from 0.19 to 0.62 for document/slideshow
Fig. 12 Multiple documents
thematic alignment
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Fig. 13 Multiple thematic
alignment of the scientific
conference corpus
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alignment, from 0.22 to 0.33for document/speech transcript, and from 0.19 to 0.47 for
slideshow/speech transcript alignment.
This significant increase is mainly due to the nature of content of the static
documents, slideshows and speech transcript. Since the three resources share in general
the same topic and thus the same vocabulary, some terms appear regularly in their
overall segments, such as the terms of the main title and other terminology of the
corpus. Therefore, weighting the terms by integrating the TF.IDF into similarity metrics,
highlighted the important terms in each segment, and devalues those which occur
regularly within all the segments.
The satisfactory results obtained in this case study, especially for the document/
slideshow alignment (F=0.62) prove that slideshows constitute a valid alternative to speech
recordings, and a complementary resource for information. Slideshows help to associate
temporal indexes to static documents, apart from speech transcript which might not be
robust enough and is also expensive, when the WER is considerable. Furthermore, our
multiple document alignment method was successfully integrated in the framework of
SMAC project (Smart Multimedia Archive for Conferences) [50, 22], which aims to
archives conference presentations.
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6.4 Robustness of thematic alignment
In this section, the performance of our thematic alignment process is assessed taking into
account several parameters, the used text processing techniques, speech word error rate, and
the consideration of WordNet.
a)

Effect of text processing techniques

Many information retrieval techniques were used in order to prepare text for the thematic
alignment process. Our aim in the current paragraph is to assess the utility of these
techniques, and to measure their effect on the thematic alignment process, particularly the
effect of stemming, stop word removal and lemmatization.
When these techniques are considered/not considered, the obtained results for each
corpus are roughly similar (insignificant difference) as shown in Table 9, except when
stemming, stop word removal and lemmatization are not considered (grey cells); in which
case the F measure significantly decreases for the majority of alignment pairs. However,
this did not have an important effect on the alignment scores in the case of the scientific
corpus.
a)

Effect of speech noise

The speech transcript used for the evaluation in our alignment process was manually
transcribed. In order to assess the performance of our thematic alignment to noise, an
evaluation was carried out on a noisy speech.
Due to non-availability of a robust Automatic Speech Recognition system (ASR), a method
adding noise to the manual speech transcript was implemented and evaluated. Adding noise to a
particular speaker utterance generally consists of terms removal (deletion), insertion (insertion)
or substitution (modification). In our work only deletion was considered, so that we can control
the WER with precision. Since stop words are not considered in the detection of thematic
alignment links, they were excluded from the set of words to remove.
This method of simulating an ASR system was evaluated on the scientific conference
corpus. Therefore, the WER was changed from 10% to 40% in this experiment (Fig. 14), which
Table 9 Effect of stemming, stop word removal and lemmatization on the thematic alignment (F measure)
Corpus

Stemming

- Stop word
removal

+ Stop word
removal

+Lemmatization
- Stop words

Press Review (speech/document)

+Stemming
- Stemming

0.56
0.53

0.59
0.55

0.58
0.56

Movie Club (speech/document)
Furniture Proposal (speech/document)
Conference (speech/document)

+Stemming

0.33

0.37

0.36

- Stemming

0.29

0.36

0.35

+Stemming

0.29

0.40

0.39

- Stemming

0.26

0.36

0.39

+Stemming

0.33

0.33

0.33

- Stemming

0.28

0.29

0.33

Conference (slide/speech)

+Stemming
- Stemming

0.47
0.44

0.47
0.45

0.46
0.45

Conference (slide/document)

+Stemming

0.64

0.62

0.61

- Stemming

0.58

0.57

0.61
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Fig. 14 Effect of the noise on
the thematic alignment
(conference corpus)
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corresponds to the proportion of words to remove. The Cosine+TF.IDF metric was used as
being the metric that generates the best scores for the scientific presentations corpus.
At WER=20%, the F measure decreased from 0.47 to 0.45 for slideshow/speech
alignment, and from 0.33 to 0.31 for document/speech alignment, which is still
insignificant. However, when the WER exceeds 20%, the F value decrease becomes more
significant, especially at WER=40% where it decreased from 0.47 to 0.38 for slideshow/
speech alignment, and from 0.33 to 0.26 for document/speech alignment. This experiment
highlighted the degree of robustness of our thematic alignment to noisy speech, however
the usage of a real speech recognition system is still required.
b) Effect of WordNet
The thematic similarity between two segments might be enhanced if the semantic
relationship between their tokens is considered. Therefore WordNet [52] was chosen as a
large, general thesaurus for the English language.
WordNet thesaurus corresponds to a set of files that describe relationships between
words. These files might be accessed and loaded using specific libraries, such as the JWNL
API [14]. Integrating WordNet thesaurus in similarity metrics means that the comparison of
words should take into account their semantic relationship inside WordNet. Thus, when two
words are compared, they are searched respectively in the various WordNet categories
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs category). After that, the relationship between the
two words is determined.
Since words are organized inside WordNet according to their semantic meanings (i.e.
in the form of synsets), one of the strategies that was adopted for determining the
relationship between two compared words consists of searching their respective first
meanings [14]. Then, a weight is associated to each relationship (synonyms, hyponyms,
etc. in Fig. 15), according to its type and to the depth of the path between the two words.
Thus, if the two words are equals, synonyms, hypernyms or hyponyms, then the weight
of their relationship corresponds to 1, 1, 0.8 and 0.8 respectively. Finally, the scores
obtained for the respective pairs of compared words are taken into account in the
similarity metrics.
After testing the improved similarity metric in the context of the conference presentation
corpus, the thematic alignment process of the 8 presentations produced unconvincing
results, especially for the document/slideshow alignment, where the F value decreased from
0.62 to 0.43. These disappointing results can be explained by the fact that slides vocabulary
is usually taken from the presented documents (i.e. scientific papers), and thus, the
consideration of other semantic relationships between words should add noise to the
alignment (the precision decreased from 0.65 to 0.39). Moreover, due to the nature of the
application, i.e. the scientific field, terms are quite precise and share limited relationships,
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Fig. 15 Example of relationships in WordNet thesaurus

which is not the case in other fields, such as in the tested news classification application
[14]. Our assumption is that the consideration of a defined corpus terminology should
increase the thematic alignment scores in such specific-domain corpus.
In the previous section we presented and evaluated various techniques and strategies of
the thematic alignment. The other types of alignment of discussed documents with speech
transcript, quotations and references, are presented in the following section.

7 Other document/speech alignments
7.1 Quotation alignment
Quotation alignment can be defined as a lexical matching of term sequences, between
speech transcript and the corresponding documents discussed during an event. Whereas
thematic alignment is based on a thematic similarity of pairs of segments, quotation
alignment takes into account lexical similarity and term order within compared
segments [33].
Quotation alignment detection is deterministic and thus can be used to strengthen the
thematic alignment links. However, in some cases the lexical matching of two textual
sequences does not mean that they are thematically similar. For instance, the following
speaker utterance (about Europe) and document sentence (about war in Iraq) are not
thematically similar, even though the utterance quotes the sequence “lundi 31 mars” from
then sentence:

&
&

<utterance> En Europe, l’indice européen a été publié euh.. lundi 31 mars, et il a baissé
de 0.6 point</utterance>
<sentence> Irak a vécu, lundi 31 mars, sa journée de bombardements la plus
intense</sentence>

7.1.1 Quotation detection method
In order to retrieve significant quotations, the minimal size of a significant quotation was
fixed at three terms. After removing stop words from segments, and reducing the tokens
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into their stems, our quotation detection algorithm compares each speaker utterance with all
document sentences. The matched pairs of sequences, having at least three terms in
common in the same order, are considered as quotation/quoted pairs. However, our
quotation detection algorithm is serial, i.e. it treats speech transcript segments one after the
other, which has some drawbacks, such as quotation overlap. For example, in the following
speaker utterance:

&

<utterance> donc le premier article, c’est un galion au large de Nieuport, un trésor
archéologue et historique exceptionnel sous les eaux belges. </utterance>

the sequence “trésor archéologue” is shared between the two quotations that are made from
the two respective document sentences:

&
&

<sentence> Un galion au large de Nieuport, un trésor archéologue important
</sentence>
<sentence> Ici, le trésor archéologique et historique exceptionnel est sous les eaux
belges</sentence>

which leads to an overlap between the two quotations. When two quotations q1 and q2
overlap (Fig. 16), our quotation detection algorithm does not detect the second quotation q2,
as long as q1 is not totally detected. Thus, q2 will be reduced to q3, i.e. to the remaining part
after detecting q1. Furthermore, q3 might be considered as a non-significant quotation if its
size is inferior to the defined threshold (i.e. inferior to three terms). This drawback might be
resolved if the predecessor terms of the second quotation that should be detected within the
same utterance are checked (e.g. terms tk-2, tk-3, etc. that precedes q2 in Fig. 16), whether
they constitute an extension of this quotation or not.
There are some other limitations that lead to a break in quotations. For example, a
speaker might pronounce a given word incorrectly, or he might pronounce just part of a
word, then repeat it (e.g. “the same infra.. infrastructure..”). This drawback might be
resolved if the speech words are corrected for instance using a dictionary. Another
drawback is caused by the ambiguity between some stop words and non-stop words, such
as the French word “son” meaning “sound”, and at the same time considered to be a stop
word (the pronoun “its”). This ambiguity leads to the deletion of such words from the
compared sequences and thus breaks the quotations.
7.1.2 Evaluation
Our quotation detection algorithm was evaluated on the 22 press review meetings, mainly
between speaker utterances and document sentences. When a quotation is detected between
an utterance and a sentence, the quotation sequence is highlighted inside the utterance, in
the form of an XML element, and the identifier of the quoted sentence, as well as the name
of the document, are stored as attributes within this XML element.
The evaluation of the quotation detection algorithm generated an average recall,
precision and F of 0.95. The missed quotations are either due to an ambiguity between
Fig. 16 Quotations overlap

q2
t1, t2, …, tk-1, tk, tk+1, …, tn-1, tn
q1
q3
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some terms and stop words within speaker utterances, or to noisy speaker terms (e.g.
repeating terms, imperfect pronunciation, etc.), or to an overlap of quotations.
7.2 Reference alignment
What happens if a speaker makes a reference to a given part from the documents
using its logical label, such as “the title”, “the author”, etc.? In this type of
relationship, thematic alignment might not be useful. However, specific processing is
required in order to detect these references made to documents [40]. A reference
alignment between a speech transcript segment and a document segment can be defined
as the relationship that is established between a speaker segment containing a referring
expression, and the document segment being referred to. This kind of relationship is
frequent in meetings in which static documents contain various articles (e.g. newspapers),
in meetings dealing with various documents, or during presentations when the speaker
refers to various slides.
Reference detection is required to reinforce the links between speech transcript and
the documents discussed or projected, especially if their respective segments are not
thematically similar. Reference alignment might also be useful in order to know the
meeting scenario, and how the various documents or document parts (e.g. newspaper
articles) are chained. However, references still have a low frequency, compared to
thematic links.
In order to detect reference alignment links, a list of all pairs (referring
expressions, referred entities) should be extracted [40]. A referring expression is a
sequence of terms in the speech transcript that refers to a document entity (e.g. “the
main article”, “in the first table”, etc.). The referred entity might correspond to one
or more document logical blocks. The reference detection algorithm has two main
steps: detecting referring expressions within the speech transcript, and then matching
them with the corresponding logical blocks. At the first stage, a list of patterns is
created. These patterns correspond to entities’ names (e.g. “table”, “figure”, etc.), or
entities’ description, such as the position (e.g. “the first”, “the last”, etc.). After that,
patterns rules are applied to speaker utterances. At the second stage, two categories
of referring expressions are distinguished, anaphoric and non-anaphoric. If the
referring expression is anaphoric (e.g. “the author”, “the content”, “it”, etc.), then it
is matched with the current document element. If the referring expression is nonanaphoric, then the Cosine similarity metric is used to get the most similar document
logical blocks, by considering the referring expression terms, as well as the right/left
context [40].
This oriented alignment was tested on the 22 press review meetings, more precisely
between speaker utterances and document logical blocks, where 437 referring
expressions were detected. An example of a reference alignment is shown in Fig. 17.
The evaluation of the reference detection algorithm focused on two aspects. First, the
detection of referred documents, and second the detection of the referred document
elements. The accuracy of retrieved documents is 0.60, whereas the accuracy of the
retrieved document elements is 0.32.
After detecting the three types of alignment between documents and speech transcript,
thematic, quotations and references, a merging step of the detected links might be useful in
order to validate each type of links, taking into account the existence of links from other
types. This merging of alignment types might help also to measure the complementarity of
the three types of alignment.
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<Utterance id="13">
Here is the article about <er id=”10”> “les radios généralistes” </er>, but there is nothing important to say..
Let’s go to the <er id=”11”> last article, “une apocalypse aveugle” </er>
<Utterance>
<Utterance id="14">
so the content of <er id=”12”> this article </er> is about …
</Utterance>
…
<References> …
<ref id="10" utter-id="13" logicalBlock-id="5" doc="file.xml"/>
<ref id="11" utter-id="13" logicalBlock-id="6" doc="file.xml"/>
<ref id="12" utter-id="14" logicalBlock-id="6" doc="file.xml"/>
..
</ References >

Fig. 17 Extract from a reference alignment file of a press review meeting

7.3 Merging the three alignment types
Each of the three alignment processes, thematic, quotations and references, was
independently performed between speech transcript and documents. Only alignment
from speech transcript to document is concerned by this merging process, since the
speech transcript is the source modality for the quotation and reference alignments.
Later on, the links from the three alignment types are grouped according to their source
unit, if it is a speaker turn or utterance. The merging step was evaluated only on the
press review corpus, as being the corpus in which the three alignment types were
identified and studied.
In order to visualize the results generated by the merging of the various alignment
types, an SVG tool was implemented (Fig. 18). Within this tool, the speech transcript
and documents are represented by X and Y axis, respectively. The thematic links are
represented by circles at the intersection of the corresponding utterances and
sentences, and the quotations by diamonds. The references are represented by
rectangles, where the height depends on the size of the referred logical block, in
terms of number of sentences.
In some cases, quotation alignment might be considered to be a special kind of thematic
alignment (e.g. Fig. 18b), which means that the two alignment types should be coherent.
When such an assumption is considered, i.e. pruning thematic links according to the
Fig. 18 Merging various types
of document/speech transcript
alignment: a. thematic link; b.
quotation and a thematic link;
c. reference link

(0, 0)
Speaker utterances

a
b
c

Document
sentences
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existence of quotation links, the F value (for turns/logical blocks using the multiple
alignment strategy) remains stable at 0.59, for both alignment variants (Cosine, Cosine+TF.
IDF). This stable F value after grouping thematic alignment levels proves that most of
the detected quotations in our corpus correspond to the detected thematic links. On the
other hand, our assumption about reference links is that they do not necessarily have to
correspond to the thematic links. In Fig. 17, utterances 13 and 14 are linked thematically
to sentences of the 6th logical block, even though there is a reference in utterance 13 to
the 5th logical block. This is why no constraint is made between the thematic and the
reference alignments. Therefore, merging reference alignment with the other alignment
types does not change the scores. Nevertheless, the references may add other information
for users, such as how speakers chained various document articles, or various documents
in the case of multi-document meetings.
After merging the results of the three alignment types (thematic, quotation and reference
alignments), the final F value increased from 0.56 to 0.59 for the alignment variant with
Cosine, and was still stable at 0.59 for the alignment variant with Cosine+TF.IDF. Even
though the merging of the three alignment types did not significantly improve the
thematic alignment scores, it is still useful in order to highlight the complementarity
between the three alignment types. For instance in Fig. 18, the 6th speaker utterance is
thematically similar to the 2nd and the 3rd document sentences, and it contains two
respective quotations from them. Moreover, it contains a reference link to the document
logical block containing these two sentences.

8 Recent challenges and research directions
The study of multimodal document alignment has brought into light several topics
related to multimedia recordings archiving. Therefore, a continuous improvement and
exploration of this framework was necessary. Several improvements of our multimodal
alignment framework were performed recently, by including a validation step that aims
to prune the detected alignment links between dialog transcript and discussed
documents [31]. This validation process exploits several features of aligned documents
mainly structural, contextual and linguistic to detect and filter non-significant thematic
links. Structural features take into account the general structure of aligned documents
and their superposition. Contextual features are related to the aligned segments and the
relationships between them. Finally, the linguistic features correspond to higher level
semantic features, mainly named entities annotation. The obtained results of the
evaluation that was performed on the data set used in the current work showed that the
choice of the relevant validation strategy depends on many parameters, mainly the
types of documents that are available in the corpus, their content, and also on the
nature of the corpus.
From another side and in a previous study, the thematic alignment links were
exploited to detect the hidden thematic structure of meetings [32]. This study
highlighted the role of structured static documents for structuring meetings, rather than
using the traditional audio and video features. Our current interest is to exploit the
thematic alignment links in order to generate meetings and lectures summary. We believe
that discussing static documents could be advantageous to detect the non-significant
segments of the speech transcript, by excluding the segments that are not aligned with the
static document. From the other hand, the speech transcript should help highlighting the
important parts of the discussed document.
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After the successful integration of Arabic language into our alignment framework,
we are planning to perform a new evaluation in the near future, in order to align the
Quranic Arabic corpus [48] with recorded lectures discussing the meaning of Holy
Quran. This application might be useful in many fields, such as Quranic search engines,
linguistic studies of the Quran, providing multimodal resources for teaching Arabic
language, etc.
In addition to the previous tasks, several improvements should be considered in the
future in order to resolve the limitations of our framework. Regarding the extraction of
document structures, the effect of automatic segmentation methods on alignment results
should be carefully studied. This includes the effect of logical structure of static
documents and slides, and automatically transcribed speech recording. Actually, we
believe that a strong relationship exist between documents alignment and documents
segmentation. For instance, the alignment of document sentences with speech transcript
should help detecting speaker utterances, and decreasing the word error rate of
automatically transcribed speech, based on shared vocabulary and named entities
between aligned segments. From another side, our multimodal document alignment
could be extended by considering new alignment methods that use advanced issues,
such as terminology extraction and matching, mainly in special domain corpora (e.g. in
scientific conference presentations). Moreover, representing the textual segments of
documents in the form of logical predicates, which highlight semantic relationships
between terms, might improve the thematic alignment scores. Furthermore, quotation
detection algorithm should be compared to other algorithms such as named entity-based
and paraphrasing-based algorithms.

9 Conclusion and perspectives
This paper describes a study conducted on the alignment of documents that are derived
from various modalities (printed, discussed, manipulated and displayed), in the context of
meetings and lectures. The main aim of this work was to highlight the role and importance
of static documents in multimedia event recordings, for indexing, building user interfaces
for browsing, searching, retrieval, etc.
This study has also highlighted the necessity to consider conjointly techniques from
multimedia information retrieval, text mining, natural language processing and document
analysis fields in order to enable cross-media indexing and browsing. Therefore, several
alignment dimensions (thematic, quotation and reference alignment), alignment techniques
(similarity metrics, pattern matching, etc.) and alignment strategies (1-best and multiple
alignments) were considered in the design of the framework. Finally, the assessment of our
alignment methods was based on several criteria, the performances of the various
techniques used for the alignment, as well as the robustness of alignment to noisy
resources (mainly the speech transcript). The framework was implemented to be language
independent. Therefore four distinct corpora in two different languages (French and
English) were considered in the evaluation so far, whereas a new corpus in Arabic will be
tested in the near future.
For long-term perspectives, multimodal document alignment should be tested in other
multimodal applications. Cross-media indexing in the context of audiovisual libraries
(documentaries, sports, etc.) could also benefit from multimodal document alignment, for
instance by aligning text that is extracted from scene titles and from video captions, as well
as the speech transcript. Another case of use is the social media networks and weblogs that
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are very rich with data from various modalities (text, image, video, etc.). Multimodal
alignment could be also beneficial in the context of digital interactive TV, for instance in
order to enable users to interact directly with the content by changing the narrative flow,
searching and retrieving similar media, etc. Last but not least, multimodal alignment could
be useful in the domain of personal information management when dealing with the
memory problems of elderly people [34]. Considering each human sense as a different
modality resource, multimodal alignment techniques could be used to re-create associations
between souvenirs and memory cues, with the high level goal of supporting memory
problems.
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